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This 217-page book is for anyone who ever has to call a total stranger who has never heard of you

or your company, and you're trying to ask him for money, an appointment, or get an information

package in his hands on the initial call. It's for the person whose paycheck is dependent upon

producing sales. It gives hundreds of ideas and concepts showing you how to sell in a systematic

and intelligent manner, learned from years of selling in the trenches. What you read today, you use

today. No filler, just time-tested technique after technique. See three actual chapters from the book

on voice mail, screeners, and opening statements. If your competition reads this book and you

don't, you or your sales force won't stand a chance. This is a must read for anyone who wants to

know what the top sales reps are doing by phone. Here Are Just a Few of the Hundreds of Tips

&#x95; How to write an effective opening &#x95; Answers for any type of objection &#x95; Callback

scripts that close the sale &#x95; Leaving voice mails that get results &#x95; How to find hot leads

&#x95; Selling on the inbound call &#x95; How to get quality referrals &#x95; Sure-fire closing

techniques &#x95; How to steal accounts &#x95; How to get past screeners &#x95; Great

questions to ask &#x95; How to prospect painlessly &#x95; Selling large accounts &#x95; Why you

should raise your prices 25% And much more!
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I was prompted to purchase Joe's book after reading the high praises the book received from past

readers. Alas, after reading it, I became clear that, to paraphrase a well known saying, '50+ 5-star

reviewers actually CAN be wrong'.But first, my bias. I am involved in an inside sales position where



what I call a "sale" is a just cold called prospect saying "OK, I will sit down and meet with your field

sales representative". So what my clients "buy" is not a actual product or service, but rather they

'buy into' the AOK to start business discussions. So call this 'soft', 'consultative', 'strategic'

selling...whatever, 40+ hours a week I am on the phone talking to people whom I have never met

about businesss issues that may or may not be relevant to them.Keeping this in mind, if I were to try

many of Joe's recommendations in my daily discussions with business clients they meet with as

much welcomed receptivity as a loud fart in church. Joe's sales vision and ideas simply would NOT

work in my sales world. If you are a sales person making a living on your ability to entice a business

person whom you have never met to discuss big money solutions/products/services/etc., this book

will NOT do you any favors.But, if you sell a service/product that can be purchased in a one time

shot over the phone then definitely give the book a try. I have read a number of telesales books in

the past and this book definitely gives more solid tricks of the trade, tactics you can use

immediately, than most books I have read. Just make sure that what you are selling can be sold in a

single call (or at least within a week and without an actual presentation).Happy hunting!

This is a no B.S. book on what it takes to sell by phone.Whether you're setting appointments or

closing the deal by phone it really doesn't matter. This is a hard hitting book.I like the authors no

nonsense approach to selling. They're either a high probability prospect or not.The book teaches

you how to get in and out of calls quickly and find the buyers today. The best on phone sales I've

ever read.

A few things struck me about this book.1. It teaches you when to say "No" to suspects. I learned

from it to be more discerning with whom I am talking. This book tells you how to determine, in

minimum of time, if you are talking to someone who can buy from you (even if the other party won't

admit that he's not interested or that he doesn't have the authority to buy). Like they say on Wall

Street: "fill or kill".2. It gives you tips to help you establish your authority early in the call. How to deal

with various brushoffs (more or less graciously).... When it's better to be direct, or even blunt... It's

not just one style of selling, but rather a mix of hard- and soft-sell techniques that can be adapted to

the situation.3. It gives you specific expressions to use. Short sentences that sound natural and go

past the initial indifference and suspicion of people... I'm studying it to learn how to keep the flow of

conversation so that it doesn't seem contrived, and how to go from one idea to another in a natural

way so that I don't sound like a telemarketer.4. There's indeed no filler. Just lots of ideas about

prospecting, presentation and closing. Some may not apply to your work, but you can extract the



priciples. I've read this book two times and I open it almost every day. You must read it - now!

Overall, I would say it is a good book for non-sales people to buy. Joe points out many things to

think about and makes many good suggestions.Two things bother me about the book:- It has

numerous typos and grammatical errors. Sometimes I've had to re-read sections to understand

what he meant to say.- There are several contradictions. One example is on page 25. He says: "If

they don't return your call, wait two days before calling back." But then 2 sentences later says that

you should leave a voice mail stating: "If I don't hear back from you by the end of the day, I'll try

back before I leave the office."Personally, I don't want to buy from a sales person that doesn't do

what they say they are going to do, so this is a really poor suggestion and really poor customer

service (especially if the person you are calling really does want to talk to you)!

We get telemarketing sales calls all the time and the first thing they always ask is " How are you

doing " . Right away my resistance is at its highest level . How in the world do they have any chance

of selling me when my mind is closed ? They always 'product dump ' and never ask any questions

to see if there's any possibility of generating interest . Many are arrogant at best . I read Joe Catal's

book with some skepticism and oh it's just another sales book but oh man! What a pleasant surprise

. I found myself reading and reading and the next thing I know it's 4 in the morning . I wish

telemarketers in the country would learn the common sense approach and reasoning this person

teaches .If they used and applied the approaches Joe teaches , there probably wouldn't be any no

call laws . I will implement his ideas and techniques right away and know it will work . I'm so glad I

found this book . I hope whoever is reading this review that you don't get the book because if you do

, I have more competition to contend with . Please don't get this book . But get it before your

competition does . Just read the first three chapters and the table of contents . Oh oh ! I'm

overselling . Just get the book will you ? You'll see what I mean .
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